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Extending polysoaps in the presence of free amphiphiles
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Intramolecular self-assembly affects the elastic behavior of polymers. ‘‘Denaturing’’ agents that weaken the
resulting secondary structure strongly modify the force laws characterizing the deformation of such polymers.
This behavior is analyzed for the particular case of polysoaps: linear hydrophilic polymers incorporating, at
intervals, amphiphilic monomers. In aqueous solution the amphiphiles form intrachain micelles. The deforma-
tion behavior of a linear string of spherical intrachain micelles inu conditions and high ionic strength is
analyzed as a function of the concentration of free amphiphilesX. At intermediate extensions intrachain
micelles coexist with fully dissociated chain segments leading to a regime where the tensionf is weakly
dependent on the end to end distanceR. The width of the coexistence regime shrinks asX increases. At the
same time, the tension at coexistence increases. Thef R diagram exhibits thus features reminiscent of a critical
point approached via control ofX. @S1063-651X~98!03901-4#

PACS number~s!: 36.20.Ey, 61.25.Hq, 82.70.Dd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intramolecular self-assembly drastically modifies the c
figurations of polymers. Denatured proteins, random c
like objects, can fold into unique three-dimensional stru
tures@1#. Major, though less dramatic, effects also take pla
in synthetic associating polymers, i.e., flexible copolym
incorporating associating monomers@2#. The intrachain self-
assembly of the associating monomers endows the c
with a hierarchical self-organization associated with a rug
free-energy surface@3,4#. In turn, this strongly affects the
configurations, dimension, and elasticity of the chains@5,6#.
When the self-assembly involves hydrophobic interactio
one may modify, and eventually ‘‘denature,’’ the se
organization by adding free amphiphiles. This technique w
first pioneered and extensively used in the study of prote
@7#. In the following we present a theoretical model for t
effect of free amphiphileson theelasticityof a certain family
of associating polymers: polysoaps@2,8#. These are flexible
hydrophilic chains that incorporate, at intervals,m covalently
bound, amphiphilic monomers. We focus on the case om
@1 amphiphiles joined by long, hydrophilic, spacer cha
consisting ofn@1 monomers. The total polymerization d
greeN'nm obeysN@n@1. In water, the polymerized am
phiphiles self-assemble into a variety of aggregates, dep
ing on the nature of the amphiphiles,n, etc. For brevity, we
confine our analysis to an especially simple case that ne
theless retains the essential features of the system. In par
lar, we consider a linear string of spherical intra-
chain micelles@9# in an aqueous solution ofhigh ionic
strength. It is assumed that all the polymerized amphiph
are micellized~Fig. 1!. The elasticity of isolated polysoap
assuming this configurations exhibits a distinctive feat
@5#. At intermediate extensions, intrachain micellescoexist
with fully dissociated chain segments~Fig. 2!. In this regime,
the tension along the chainf is weakly dependent on the en
to end distanceR. To be precise,f ; ln g(R), whereg(r ) is
571063-651X/98/57~1!/812~11!/$15.00
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weakly increasing function ofR. The near plateau in thef R
diagram is reminiscent of thePV diagram of a fluid coexist-
ing with its vapor. As we shall see, in the presence of f
amphiphiles the plateau shrinks while the tension at coex
ence f co increases. Eventually, when the surfactant conc
tration X is large enough the plateau disappears altoget
This is somewhat suggestive of acritical point approached
via control ofX. The physical origin of this behavior is clea
The coexistence regime reflects the equilibration of the s
ondary structure introduced by the intrachain micelles. T
addition of free surfactants gives rise to the formation
mixed micelles incorporating both free and polymerized a

FIG. 1. Our discussion concerns~a! a polysoap that self-
assembles into a linear string of spherical intrachain micelles.~b!
The unperturbed polysoap behaves as a self-avoiding chain o
trachain micelles depicted as circles.~c! In the absence of free
surfactants the intrachain micelles consist only of polymerized a
phiphiles.~d! Mixed micelles, incorporating both polymerized an
unpolymerized amphiphiles, are formed once the concentratio
free surfactants exceedsXCAC .
812 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 813EXTENDING POLYSOAPS IN THE PRESENCE OF FREE . . .
phiphiles@3,4#. The plateau disappears when the second
structure is fully ‘‘denatured,’’ that is, when every intracha
micelle contains only a single polymerized amphiphile. T
f R diagram is of interest from two points of view. First, it
a distinctive aspect of the elasticity of polymers exhibiti
secondary structure. Second, it is of practical interest s
polysoaps and related polymers are used as viscosity m
fiers of dispersions containing free surfactants.

The discussion is limited to spherical intrachain micel
incorporating, in the unperturbed state,p'p0 amphiphiles.
Herep0 is the aggregation number of the micelles formed
the free, unpolymerized surfactants. Such intrachain mice
can be obtained by a proper choice of the amphiphilic mo
mers andn. Linear strings are not the most stable config
ration of polysoaps@4#. They are, however, expected as i
termediates upon the stretching of more stale configurati
branched strings or globules of close-packed intrachain
celles. Linear strings may also occur as long-lived metasta
states. The requirement of high ionic strength ensures
screening of long-ranged electrostatic interactions. In ad
tion, it is assumed that water is au solvent for the hydro-
philic backbone, which may then be viewed as a Gauss
coil. This simplifies the analysis with no change in the e
sential physics@6#. Finally, the discussion is limited to am
phiphiles that do not adsorb onto the hydrophilic backbo
and to the case of free amphiphiles that are chemically id
tical to the polymerized ones. A brief review of the config
rations of unperturbed polysoaps is presented in Sec. II.
extension behavior of isolated polysoaps in the absenc
free amphiphiles is summarized in Sec. III. Section IV
devoted to the effect of free surfactants on thef R diagram.

II. THE UNPERTURBED POLYSOAP

Before analyzing the extension behavior of polysoaps
is helpful to describe the configurations of a single, unp
turbed chain. The necessary foundation comprises three
ics: ~i! the configurations of an isolated polysoap chain,~ii !
the interactions of such a chain with free surfactants, and~iii !
the regime of validity of the assumption that all polymeriz
amphiphiles are micellized.

As was stated earlier, an isolated polysoap is assume
form a linear string of spherical micelles. Within our mod
the intrachain micelles consist of two regions. The inner
gion is similar to micelles of free, unpolymerized am
phiphiles. It comprises a dense core formed by the hydrop
bic tails of the amphiphiles. The polar or ionic head grou
straddle the core-water boundary. This region is surroun
by a corona of swollen loops formed by the spacer cha
joining the aggregated amphiphiles. Our discussion focu
on starlike micelles whose size is dominated by the coro
In a u solvent the size of such micelles, as given by a Flo
type theory@10#, is r micelle'p1/4n1/2b, whereb is a charac-
teristic monomer size. Modification of the simple pheno
enological model@11# yields the free energy per amphiphi
in a micelle of aggregation numberp, epkT @3#:

ep'ga0~u21/31u1/31ku1/2!2d. ~1!

HeregkT is the surface tension of the water-core interfa
a0 is the optimal area per head group in a micelle formed
the free amphiphiles, and2dkT is the transfer free energy o
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a hydrophobic tail from water into the micellar core. F
spherical micellesp is related to the volume of the hydro
phobic tailv and to the area per head groupa as p'v2/a3

and thusp0'v2/a0
3. u is a dimensionless variableu5p/p0

5(a0 /a)3. The u21/3 term allows for the interfacial free
energy per head group. This driving term favors micel
growth. The repulsion between the head groups gives ris
theu1/3 term. The third termu1/2 arises because of the repu
sive interactions between the coronal loops. It correspond
the free energy per loop in au solventFcorona/kT'p1/2 @10#.
These last two terms reflect free-energy penalties that opp
micellar growth. The relative importance of the pena
terms is determined byk'p0

1/2/ga0 , the ratio of the coronal
penalty to the head group repulsion ata'a0 . As stated be-
fore, for brevity we focus on the limit ofk!1 when p
'p0 andu'1. In this regimeep'ẽp , whereẽpkT, as given
by ẽp'ga0(u21/31u1/3)2d, is the free energy per am
phiphile in a micelle formed by free, monomeric surfactan
For p'p0 , ẽp0

'2ga02d and the critical micelle concen

trationXCMC is ẽp0
' ln XCMC. It is important to note that au

solvent for the backbone is in effect a good solvent for
string of micelles@12#. The u temperature for star polymer
is lower than the u temperature of the correspondin
linear chain @13#. Accordingly, the micellar coronas d
not interpenetrate significantly. A string of intracha
micelles is thus self-avoiding and its span is the Flo
radius RF(p)'(m/p)3/5r micelle(p)'RFu27/20. Here RF

'(m/p0)3/5r micelle(p0)'m3/5n1/2p0
27/20b is the Flory radius

of a string of spherical intrachain micelles whenp'p0 .
The presence of free amphiphiles modifies the picture p

sented above. The different feature is the formation of mix
micelles consisting of both polymerized and unpolymeriz
amphiphiles~Fig. 1!. It is possible to distinguish betwee
three regimes. BelowXCAC, the critical association concen
tration, no mixed micelles are formed. AtXCAC, unpolymer-
ized amphiphiles are incorporated into the micelles. T
fraction of polymerized amphiphiles in the mixed micellesa
decreases asX increase up to a saturation concentrationXsat.
At Xsat, each mixed micelle incorporates a single polym
ized amphiphile, i.e.,a'1/p0 . IncreasingX beyond Xsat
does not affect the configurations of the chain. The format
of mixed micelles is associated with loss of translational
tropy of the unpolymerized amphiphiles. It is thus approp
ate to describe the system in terms ofV0kT, the grand ca-
nonical potential for the unperturbed string of mixe
micelles in contact with a reservoir of free amphiphiles
concentrationX. The polysoaps self-assembles into a stri
of m/q mixed micelles. Each micelle consists ofq polymer-
ized amphiphiles andf a free amphiphiles such that th
total aggregation number isp5q1 f a . The free energy
per amphiphile in a mixed micelle isep(q)'ẽp
1(q/p)Fcorona/kT, where Fcorona/kT'q1/2 is the free en-
ergy per coronal chain. Defining the reduced variablesu
5p/p0 and a5q/p, we have V0(p,q)5(m/q)@pep(q)
2 f am /kT#, wherem'kT ln X is the chemical potential o
the free amphiphiles in the solution. Explicitly,

V0'm@a21ẽp~u!1a1/2u1/2kga01~12a21!ln X#. ~2!

XCAC, a, and Xsat, characterizing the interactions betwee
the unperturbed polysoap and the free amphiphiles, are
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814 57O. V. BORISOV AND A. HALPERIN
termined byV0 . In the k!1 limit, the features of interes
are specified by the conditions]V0 /]a5]V0 /]u50 @4#. It
is possible, however, to obtain the relevant results usin
simpler argument, which will prove useful later on. In th
limit of k!1 the aggregation number is hardly affected
the coronal penalty andu'1. It is thus possible to rewrite
V0 as

V0 /m'a21 ln
XCMC

X
1ga0ka1/21 ln X. ~3!

The first term favors an increase ina since this lowers the
loss of translational entropy. The second term oppo
growth of a because of the associated coronal penalty.
equilibrium the two terms are comparable, thus leading t

a'p0
21/3S ln

XCMC

X D 2/3

. ~4!

The critical association concentrationXCAC for the onset of
the formation of mixed micelles is defined by Eq.~4! to-
gether witha'1,

ln~XCMC/XCAC!'p0
1/2. ~5!

Note that V0 /m reduces toep0
for a'1. The saturation

concentrationXsat, when each intrachain micelle contains
single polymerized amphiphile, is specified by Eq.~4! to-
gether witha'1/p0 @14#,

ln~XCMC/Xsat!'p0
21!1. ~6!

For X,XCAC there is no effect onr micelle andR. In the range
XCAC,X,Xsat, the number of micelles increases fromm/p0
to m/ap0 . At the same time, the coronal span shrinks a
the micellar radius thus decreases fromr micelle'p0

1/4n1/2b to
(ap0)1/4n1/2b. The overall result is a gradual swelling of th
chain RF(a)'(m/ap0)3/5r micelle(a)'RFa27/20. As a ap-
proaches 1/p0 this picture of the polysoap as a string
starlike micelles deteriorates. At saturation the chain beha
as a structureless random coil. If we assume that the hy
philic backbone dominates its behavior, we expect Gaus
statistics and a chain span ofR0'(mn)1/2b. The equilibrium
form for V0 in the XCAC,X,Xsat range is

V0'mF S p0ln
XCMC

X D 1/3

1 ln XG . ~7!

The preceding discussion was based on the assump
that all polymerized amphiphiles in the unperturbed ch
are micellized. We will also make this assumption later on
is thus important to define its regime of validity. As we sh
see, it becomes untenable oncem becomes larger than
certainmu to be specified later. Form5mu , an average of
one micelle per chain is fully dissociated. The underlyi
physics is as follows. The dissociation is favored by the m
ing entropy of the one-dimensional mixture of micelles a
dissociated amphiphilesSmix . In turn, the importance of this
mixing entropy grows withm. To specify mu , it is first
necessary to obtain an explicit expression forSmix as a func-
tion of a and the fraction of undissociated amphiphilesc.
This involves inscription of the micelles and the dissocia
a
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amphiphiles on a one-dimensional lattice comprising ofMc
sites. For simplicity, we limit the discussion to micelles com
prising of p0 amphiphiles, i.e., we do not allow for polydis
persity inp. The distinctive feature of this system is thatMc
varies with c and a. Since the number of micelles i
cm/ap0 and the number of dissociated amphiphiles
m(12c),

Mc'm~12c!1cm/ap0 . ~8!

The associatedSmix(a,c) is the ideal mixing entropy
Smix /k52Mc@Y lnY1(12Y)ln(12Y)#, whereY is the frac-
tion of sites occupied by micellesY'cm/ap0Mc . This
leads to

Smix~a,c!/k'
cm

ap0
lnF11

ap0~12c!

c G
1m~12c!lnF11

c

ap0~12c!G . ~9!

For future reference it is useful to provide the expression
Smix8 5dSmix /dc,

Smix8 ~a,c!/k'
m

ap0
lnF11

ap0~12c!

c G
2m lnF11

c

ap0~12c!G . ~10!

Smix8 50 at c0'1/@11(ap0)21/2#. For a51 these expres-
sions reduce to those corresponding to pure intrachain
celles consisting solely of polymerized amphiphiles.

The grand canonical potential for a partially dissociat
chain of mixed micellesVchainkT is

Vchain5cV02Smix~a,c!/k. ~11!

For a51, Vchain reduces toFchain/kT5mcep0
2Smix(c)/k,

describing an ideal one-dimensional mixture of dissocia
amphiphiles and pure intrachain micelles. To study the on
of micelle dissociation it is helpful to considerVchain for
c'1 when Smix /k'2m(12c)ln ap0(12c). It is conve-
nient to write it as

Vchain'V01muAu~12c!1m~12c!ln ap0~12c!,
~12!

whereA5V0 /m is the free-energy cost per polymerized am
phiphiles for the dissociation of a single micelle. The form
Vchain is similar to that of the free energy used to demo
strate the impossibility of the coexistence of two sem
infinite phases in a one-dimensional system experienc
short-range interactions@15#. In the present case we ca
identify the micellized and dissociated states with the t
phases. The assumption of a fully micellized chain amou
to assuming a single, defect-free, one-dimensional phas
finite size. The equilibrium condition]Vchain/]c50 leads to
uAu1 ln ap0(12c)'0 or p0a(12c)'exp(2uAu). It is help-
ful to recast this result in terms of the average number
dissociated micelles per chainnd . This is related toc asc
'12ndap0 /m, leading to
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57 815EXTENDING POLYSOAPS IN THE PRESENCE OF FREE . . .
nd'~ap0!22m exp~2uAu!. ~13!

The conditionnd51 definesmu , an average ‘‘chemical dis
tance’’ between dissociated micelles

mu'~ap0!2exp~ uAu!. ~14!

In turn, it is now possible to expressnd as

nd'm/mu . ~15!

This also determines the averagec,

c'12ap0 /mu'12~ap0!21exp~2uAu!. ~16!

These results yield the appropriate expression fora51 upon
noting that in this caseA5ep0

. The ‘‘single-phase approxi

mation’’ is thus justified whilem!mu or, equivalently,nd
!1. This condition is easily fulfilled whenX,XCAC anda
51. In this rangemu'p0

2 exp(uep0
u@p0. However,mu de-

creases witha and for a'1/p0 or X'Xsat we find mu
'exp@2(ln XCMC11)#'exp(uep0

u21). This mu is still large.

However, the correspondingnd is closer to unity and the
single-phase approximation is poorer. Finally, note that
~14! is actually an upper bound onmu . This is because the
assumed monodisperityp5p0 of the micelles enforces com
plete micellar dissociation as the only source of dissocia
amphiphiles. Allowing forp,p0 would provide dissociated
amphiphiles at a lower free-energy cost.

III. EXTENSION OF POLYSOAPS

Before we discuss the effect of free amphiphiles on
extension elasticity of polysoaps, it is necessary to out
the extension behavior of an isolated chain. Our discuss
involves three steps. Initially, we consider uniform stretch
assuming that all amphiphiles are micellized~Fig. 2!. The
only effect allowed is a decrease in the aggregation num
of the micellesp. This leads to anf R diagram exhibiting a
van der Waals loop. In turn, this suggests that the exten
involves coexistence of dissociated amphiphiles and wea
perturbed micelles. We then proceed to analyze the coe
ence regime within theSmix50 approximation, i.e., neglect
ing the mixing entropy of the one-dimensional solution

FIG. 2. Two possible scenarios for the extension of a lin
string of intrachain micelles in the absence of free surfactants~a!
the uniform extension giving rise to a string of smaller micelles a
~b! the coexistence of weakly perturbed micelles and fully disso
ated amphiphiles.
.

d

e
e
n

er

n
ly
st-

f

micelles and dissociated amphiphiles. As a result, the co
istence behavior exhibits features reminiscent of a first-or
phase transition: a plateau withf ;R0 and sharp boundaries
This convenient approximation yields useful length and fo
scales and a qualitatively correct picture. Finally, we anal
the modifications of the plateau introduced bySmix @6#, in
particular, smooth crossovers and a logarithmicR depen-
dence.

As stated, we first assume that the only effect of t
stretching is to decrease the aggregation number fromp0 to
p with a concomitant increase in the number of intrach
micelles fromm/p0 to m/p. In this case the free energy o
the chainFchain consists of two terms. One,mep , allows for
the contribution of the aggregated amphiphiles. The sec
term,Fel , reflects the stretching free energy of the string.Fel
may assume three forms. For weak deformations, when
ear response is expected,Fel'@R/RF(p)#2'(R/RF)2u7/10.
This initial GaussianFel is replaced by the Pincus free en
ergy @16# Fel'@R/RF(p)#5/2'(R/RF)5/2u7/8 when R
@RF(p). Eventually, whenR exceeds the length of the fully
extended stringRmax'(m/p)r micelle(p), a third regime
comes into play. In it the bridges between the micelles
stretched. Since the backbone experiences au solvent, the
stretching involves a linear string ofm/p Gaussian bridges
consisting each ofn monomers. Consequently,Fel is Gauss-
ian with Fel'@R/RB(p)#2'(r /RB)2u, where RB
'(m/p0)1/2n1/2b. Finally, the chain is fully unraveled~Fig.
3! and the Gaussian elasticity of the backbone comes
play. This scenario leads to anf R diagram exhibiting a van
der Waals loop~Appendix A!. In turn, this suggests a coex
istence between weakly perturbed micelles and fully disso
ated chain segments at intermediate extensions@17#.

We now consider the coexistence regime within theSmix
50 approximation. In this regime we expect that only
fraction 0,c,1 of the amphiphiles will be incorporate
into micelles. Thuscm amphiphiles will form weakly per-

r

d
i-

FIG. 3. Schematic plot of lnf vs lnR for a polysoap in the
absence of free surfactants and within theSmix50 approximation.
~a! for RF,R,Rmax the string of micelles is extended with a mino
decrease in the aggregation number. A Gaussian behavior is
pected for the weak extension, while forRF!R,Rmax the Pincus
elasticity is followed.~b! At R.Rmax the micelles are still weakly
perturbed, but the Gaussian bridges between them are stretche~c!
BetweenRL andRU weakly perturbed micelles coexist with disso
ciated chain segments giving rise tof ;R0. ~d! Beyond RU the
chain is fully dissociated giving rise to the Gaussian extension
the backbone.
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816 57O. V. BORISOV AND A. HALPERIN
turbed intrachain micelles while the remaining (12c)m sur-
factants will be dissociated. Since the onset of coexistenc
expected to occur atf co! f * ~Appendix A!, we neglect the
weak perturbation of the micellar structure and assumu
'1 or p'p0 . In a u solvent, for a givenR andT, the free
energy of the polysoap is

Fchain/kT'2cmuep0
u1R2/RB

2@c1~12c!p0#. ~17!

The first term allows for the free energy of the aggrega
amphiphiles, while the second reflects the Gaussian elast
of a polysoap withcm/p0 intrachain micelles. To characte
ize the coexistence regime we may utilize]Fchain/]c50 for
a givenT andR and for p'p0 . This condition specifiesc
5c(R) at equilibrium and thus yieldsFchain(R) and the cor-
responding tensionf 5]Fchain/]R. A simpler analysis is pos
sible. Within theSmix50 approximation the coexistence
reminiscent of a first-order phase transition. In particular,
expect a plateauf ;R0 in the f R diagram@5,6#. It is thus
appropriate to analyze the equilibrium behavior for const
T and f . The corresponding equilibrium condition, as stat
in terms of Gchain(c,R)52cmuep0

u1Fel2 f R, is dGchain

5(]Gchain/]c)dc1(]Gchain/]R)dR50. The requirement
]Gchain/]c50 is equivalent to ]Fchain/]c50, while
]Gchain/]R50 sets theR corresponding equal to the im
posed f . At coexistencef does not specify a uniqueR.
Rather,f 5 f co for any RL,R,RU . For this range we may
accordingly substitutef as given by]Gchain/]R50 into
Gchain, thus obtaining dGchain/kT52muep0

udc

2( f co/kT)dR50 and

dc/dR'2 f co/kTmuep0
u. ~18!

Integration of Eq.~18!, together with the conditionc(RU)
50, yields c'( f co/kTmuep0

u)(RU2R). By invoking

c(RL)51 we obtain

f co/kT5muep0
u/~RU2RL! ~19!

and

c'~RU2R!/~RU2RL!. ~20!

To obtain the explicit expressions forf co, RL , andRU we
utilize the following three conditionsf co/kT'RU /R0

2

'RL /RB
2. These lead to

RU'p0RL ; ~21!

RL'@muep0
u/p0~p021!#1/2R0 ,

~22!

RU'@muep0
up0 /~p021!#1/2R0 ;

and finally

f co/kT'@muep0
up0 /~p021!#1/2R0

21

'uep0
u1/2@p0 /~p021!#1/2~nb2!21/2. ~23!

Upon further extensionR.RU , the polysoap is fully unrav-
eled, its free energy isFdis/kT'R2/R0

2, and the correspond
is

d
ity

e

t

ing force law isf /kT'R/R0
2. Eventually, when the polysoa

approaches its fully extended state, its elasticity will be d
scribed by the inverse LangevinL* form @18#.

Physical insight concerning the coexistence regime m
be gained by considering two free energies: the free ene
of a stretched, fully dissociated chainFdis and the free energy
of an extended string of unperturbed micelles in the stretc
bridges regimeFB . In the stretched bridges regime the lea
ing contributions areFB /kT'mep0

1(R/RB)2. The fully

dissociated chain is described byFdis/kT'(R/R0)2. The
bottom of the free-energy curve described byFB is located at
RB,R0 and ismuep0

u below the minimum ofFdis. For weak

extensionsFB is lower thanFdis. However,RB,R0 and thus
the spring constant of the fully dissociated chain is weak
Consequently, the two curves cross atRco specified byFB
'Fdis or Rco'R0@muep0

u/(p021)#1/2. For R,Rco the string

of micelles is of lower free energy, while forR.Rco the
lower free energy corresponds to the fully dissociated ch
This rough argument locates the crossover atRco
'(RURL)1/2. The peak of the ‘‘spinodal curve’’R0,R*
,Rco corresponds to (R/RB)2'muep0

u, that is, when the
free energy of the micellar string is equal to the minimal fr
energy of the dissociated chain.

Setting Smix50 amounts to assuming that the micell
and the dissociated amphiphiles coexist as two ‘‘pu
phases.’’ In a one-dimensional system this is impossi
@15#. The two components must mix thus giving rise
Smix.0. This in turn introduces modifications of thef R dia-
gram at coexistence. The modifiedf R diagram is specified
by

Fchain/kT'mcep0
1~R/RB!2@c~12p0!1p0#212Smix /k.

~24!

The elastic term may be viewed as an external field favor
the dissociated ‘‘phase.’’ An increase inf , or in the imposed
R, always favors a decrease inc. On the other hand,Smix
consistently favors intermediate values ofc. It thus lowers
f̃ co/ f co in the vicinity of c51 while increasing it in the
neighborhood ofc50. In this casef coÞconst8 and we can
no longer use the simplified analysis described earlier. F
thermore, when we allow forSmix it is impossible to solve
for f̃ co5 f̃ co(R) explicitly. Instead, we can obtain a parame
ric solution. In particular, we solve for the equilibrium value
of R̃5R̃(c) and of f̃ co5 f̃ co(c). Here the tilde is used to
distinguish the equilibrium values obtained when allowi
for Smix from those obtained previously. The correspondi
f R diagram is found numerically~Fig. 4!. The condition
]Fchain/]c50 yields

R̃5RB@muep0
u1Smix8 /k#1/2@c~12p0!1p0#/~p021!1/2.

~25!

Upon substituting thisR̃ into Eq.~24! we obtainFchain(c) in
equilibrium. The tension at coexistence, as a function ofc,
is f̃ co5dFchain(c)/dR5(dFchain/dc)(dR/dc)21 or

f̃ co5 f co~11Smix8 /kmuep0
u!1/2. ~26!
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Here f co is the tension at coexistence as given by Eq.~23!,
when Smix is neglected. For 0!c!1 the f R diagram now
exhibits a logarithmic correction tof co;R0. f̃ co increases
weakly with R. Smix8 is negligible in the vicinity ofc0'1
2p0

21/2 and the correspondingR̃(c0)'p0
1/2RL. Conse-

quently, in this region it is possible to replace Eq.~25! by Eq.
~20!. In turn, Eq.~20! yields the lever rulec/(12c)'(RU

2R)/(R2RL). By substituting it intoSmix8 it is possible to
approximatef̃ co in this region by

f̃ co5 f co@11 ln g~R!/uep0
u#1/2, ~27!

whereg(R) is a slowly increasing function ofR,

g~R!'F11
1

p0
S RU2R

R2RL
D GF11p0S R2RL

RU2RD G1/p0

. ~28!

These logarithmic corrections become important in the
mediate neighborhood ofc51 and 0 where the above ap
proximation is no longer valid. To identify the upper an
lower boundaries of the coexistence regimeR̃U andR̃L , it is
necessary to carefully specify the corresponding values oc.
As was stated earlier, it is assumed that prior to the onse
coexistence all amphiphiles are assembled into micelles
the coexistence regime we further assume that fully diss
ated amphiphiles coexist with weakly perturbed micell
Within this approximation, the lower and upper boundar
of the coexistence regime correspond, respectively, to ch
supporting one dissociated micelle and to chains suppor
a single undissociated micelle. In other words, the maxim
and minimal values ofc at coexistence arecmax'12p

0
/m

and cmin'p0 /m. The Smix50 approximation allows us to
consider arbitrarily largem and thus to setcmax'1 and
cmin'0. In our case, however, we are limited tom!mu and
this is no longer possible. To obtainR̃L and R̃U we use
f̃ (cmax)/kT'R̃L /RB

2 and f̃ (cmin)/kT'R̃U /p0RB
2. These lead to

R̃L'RL@11Smix8 (cmax)/kmuep0
u#1/2 and to R̃U'RU@1

FIG. 4. Effect of Smix on the coexistence regime of thef R
diagram in the absence of free surfactants. The sharp platea
replaced by a sigmoid curve.
-

of
In
i-
.
s
ns
g
l

1Smix8 (cmin)/kmuep0
u#1/2, where RL'RB

2 f co/kT and RU

'p0RB
2 f co/kT are the lower and upper boundaries as spe

fied by Eq.~22!. Altogether

R̃L'RLF11
ln~p0

2/m!

uep0
u G1/2

, ~29!

R̃U'RUF11
ln m

p0uep0
uG1/2

. ~30!

Note that bothf̃ co(cmax) andR̃L decrease asm increases and
vanish when ln(p0

2/m)1uep0
u50. In particular, bothf̃ co(cmax)

andR̃L vanish asuep0
u21ln(m/mu) whenm→mu . This is due

to the growing importance ofSmix in destabilizing the mi-
celles in the unperturbed chain. However, as noted bef
our analysis as presented above is strictly applicable to
limit of m!mu . The study of the extension behavior form
'mu is beyond the scope of this paper. Finally, it is useful
note that for the realistic case ofm!mu theSmix50 approxi-
mation yields the essential features of thef R diagram. f̃ co,
R̃L , andR̃U are well approximated byf co, RL , andRU .

IV. EFFECT OF FREE AMPHIPHILES
ON THE EXTENSION BEHAVIOR

The extension of polysoaps in the presence of free a
phiphiles involves mixed micelles comprising of both fre
and polymerized surfactants. The coupling to a reservoi
free amphiphiles introduces a second ‘‘degree of freedoma
in addition tou. The formation of mixed micelles is assoc
ated with a loss of translational entropy of the free a
phiphiles. To account for this feature we cast the argumen
terms of an appropriate grand canonical potential. Again,
need to consider the two scenarios discussed above.~i! The
extended chain forms a string of uniform mixed micelles.
we shall see, this scenario is qualitatively modified beca
of the coupling to the amphiphiles reservoir~Appendix B!.
~ii ! The extended polysoap exhibits coexistence betw
mixed intrachain micelles and fully dissociated polymeriz
amphiphiles. As before, we will first consider the coexi
ence scenario within theSmix50 approximation and intro-
duce the modifications due toSmix later on. In the presence
of free amphiphiles, thef R diagram of a uniformly extended
chain exhibits a plateau instead of a van der Waals loop.
thus necessary to compare the plateau regimes assoc
with the two scenarios in order to decide the actual cours
the system. Within our rough model, the coexistence s
nario is favored~Appendix B!. As a result, thef R diagram is
expected to exhibit an ‘‘upper critical point.’’ The tension
coexistence increases withX, while the width of the plateau
decreases. Eventually the plateau disappears altogether
tially we focus on the extension behavior whenX.XCAC. It
is assumed thatXCAC, the critical association concentratio
for the formation of mixed micelles, is not affected by th
deformation. In reality,XCAC is weakly reduced by the
stretching, as will be discussed towards the end of this s
tion.

The realized scenario, within our model, involves coexi
ence of mixed intrachain micelles with fully dissociated p

is
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818 57O. V. BORISOV AND A. HALPERIN
lymerized amphiphiles. Again, we initially consider th
problem within theSmix50 approximation. As before, we
denote the fraction of polymerized amphiphiles that are
corporated into micelles byc. The appropriate grand canon
cal potential is of the formVchain5V01Fel . V0 is obtained
from Eq.~2! by substitutingcm for m. The elastic penalty is
an appropriately modified form ofFel used within theSmix
50 treatment of the isolated chain@Eq. ~17!#: Fel
'(R/RB)2@(12c)p01c/au#21. Altogether

Vchain'2mcuA~a!u1mga0tB@~12c!p01c/au#21,
~31!

whereA(a)'V0 /m. In the limit of k!1, whenu'1 and
ẽp'ẽp0

' ln XCMC we have A'p0
1/3(ln XCMC/X)1/31 ln X.

The equilibrium condition, for a givenT and R, is dVchain
50. The equilibrium condition for a fixedf 5 f co involves
the grand canonical potentialJchainkT52muAuc1Fel
2 f R. Following the procedure described in Sec. III, it lea
to the equilibrium condition

dJchain52muAudc2 f codR50. ~32!

SinceuAu and f co are independent ofc andR it is possible to
proceed as in the case of extension in the absence of
amphiphiles. The results obtained in the amphiphile free c
apply in the present situation upon introduction of the f
lowing modifications:~i! replacement ofep0

by A(a) and~ii !

replacement ofp0 by p0a in the expressions forRB , RU ,
and RL . In particular substitutingRB(a)'(mn/p0a)1/2 for
RB thus leads to

RU~a!'p0aRL~a!'@muA~a!up0a/~p0a21!#1/2R0 ,
~33!

RL~a!'@muA~a!u/p0a~p0a21!#1/2R0 . ~34!

As a result,

RU~a!2RL~a!'@muA~a!u~p0a21!/p0a#1/2R0 . ~35!

This, together with Eq.~19!, leads to

f co'@ uA~a!up0a/~p0a21!#1/2~nb2!21/2. ~36!

At X5XCAC, when a51 we haveA' ln XCMC. As X in-
creasesa decreases, approaching 1/p0 . This induces shrink-
age of the coexistence regime. At the same time,f co in-
creases~Fig. 5!. Within this simple approachf co diverges
when a51/p0 and RL5RU . However, the analysis pre
sented above is only valid up toa52/p0 whenp0a'2 and
p0a21'1. At this pointRL'RU'Rcrit and

Rcrit'~muAcritu!1/2R0 , ~37!

while the corresponding tension is

f crit'~ uAcritu/nb2!1/2. ~38!

Within our approximationsa'2/p0 occurs atX'Xsat,XCP
,XCMC and thusAcrit' ln XCMC11. This roughly identifies
an ‘‘upper critical point’’ in thef R diagram.

To further justify this identification note that atX'Xsat
there is no trace left of the secondary structure and the c
-

ee
se
-

in

is expected to deform as a random coil. TheX dependence of
the f R diagram can be rationalized, as before, in terms of
free energiesFdis andFB . In the rangeXCAC,X,Xsat, Fdis
is independent ofX while FB is strongly modified by
changes inX. This is becauseRB is replaced byRB(a). As
X increases,a decreases andRB(a) approachesR0 . This has
two effects:~i! The position of the minimum ofFB is shifted
from RB towardsR0 and~ii ! the curvature ofFB approaches
the curvature ofFdis. As a result, atX'Xsat the two curves
no longer intersect. The cross over condition in this cas
2muAu1@Rco/RB(a)#2'(Rco/R0)2, where RB(a)
'RBa21/2. Consequently,Rco'R0@muAu/(ap021)#1/2 and
f co/kT'Rco/R0

2'@muAu/(ap021)#1/2R0
21. Both Rco and

f co increase asa decreases.
To allow for the effects ofSmix we need to consider

Vchain/kT'2mcuA~a!u1
R2

RB
2@~c/a!1~12c!p0#

2Smix~a,c!. ~39!

Following the procedure used in Sec. III, we first obta
R̃(c) from the equilibrium condition]Vchain/]c50

R̃'
@~c/a!1~12c!p0#

~p021/a!1/2 @muAu1Smix8 ~a,c!#1/2. ~40!

We then obtain the equilibriumVchain by substitutingR̃ into
Eq. ~39!. The tension at coexistence, as a function ofc, is
f̃ co5dVchain(a,c)/dR'„](Vchain/]c)(]R̃/]c)…21 leading
to

f̃ co' f co@11Smix8 ~a,c!/muAuk#1/2, ~41!

where f co is the tension at coexistence within theSmix50
approximation, as given by Eq.~36!. In the vicinity of c0
'1/@11(ap0)21/2#, Smix is negligible. To approximatef co
in this region we substitute the lever rulec/(12c)
'@RU(a)2R#/@R2RL(a)# into Smin8 (a,c), thus obtaining

f̃ co' f co@11 ln g~R!#1/2, ~42!

whereg(R) is a slowly increasing function ofR

FIG. 5. Effect of free amphiphiles on thef R diagram within the
Smix50 approximation. The broken line indicates the position of t
boundaries of the coexistence regime asX increases.
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g~R!'F11
1

ap0
S RU~a!2R

R2RL~a! D G F11ap0S R2RL~a!

RU~a!2RD G1/ap0

.

~43!

Assuming thatm!mu , we identify the boundary of the
coexistence regime withcmax'12ap0 /m and cmin'ap0 /
m. To obtain R̃U and R̃L we use f̃ co(cmax)'R̃L /RB

2

and f̃ co(cmin)'R̃U /R0
2. Because Smix8 (cmax)/k

'm ln@(ap0)
2/m# and Smix8 (cmin)/k'(m/ap0)ln m, we have

f̃ co(cmax)'fco@11uAu21 ln(ap0)
2/m#1/2 and f̃ co(cmin)

'fco@11(ap0uAu)21 ln m#1/2. Altogether

R̃L'RL@11uAu21 ln~ap0!2/m#1/2 ~44!

and

R̃U'RU@11~ap0uAu!21 ln m#1/2. ~45!

Altogether, our model suggests that thef R diagram of poly-
soaps exhibits a critical point. AsX increases, the width o
the plateau shrinks while the tension at coexistence
creases. The rough feature of thef R diagram are specified b
Eqs. ~35!–~38!, as obtained via theSmix50 approximation.
When the mixing entropy is allowed for the plateau exhib
a logarithmicR dependence and the force at the bounda
changes smoothly into the form expected in the adjacen
gimes.

In the preceding discussionXCAC was assumed to be in
dependent of the extension of the chain. In the limits cons
ered in this paperXCAC is actually weakly reduced with th
extension. This can be seen by a detailed analysis of~B1!.
The equilibrium conditions]Vchain/]u5]Vchain/]a50 lead
to

u2/31
3

2
ku5/613tu4/351 ~46!

and

1

2ga0
ln

XCMC

XCAC
512

1

3
u21/32

2

3
u1/3. ~47!

For k!1, t!1, and u'1, this leads tou1/3'(123t
2 3

2 k)1/2. Substitution in Eq.~47! followed by expansion to
first order yields

ln
XCMC

XCAC
'ga0S t1

1

2
k D ,

thus indicating thatXCAC decreases witht. This result may
be rationalized in terms of the LeChatelier principle@15#.
The elastic free energy of the chain is of the for
@R/RF(a)#2 or @R/RF(a)#5/2. Incorporation of free am-
phiphiles into the chain increasesRF from m3/5n1/2p0

27/20b to
m3/5n1/2(ap0)27/20b. This makes for a lower elastic penal
and is thus favored.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The distinctive extension behavior of polysoaps is due
their secondary structure. The equilibration of the inter
-

s
e-

-

o
l

degrees of freedom, associated with the intrachain mice
gives rise to plateau in thef R diagram. This reflects coex
istence of weakly perturbed micelles with fully dissociat
chain segments. The secondary structure is denatured by
amphiphiles that form mixed micelles. The secondary str
ture gradually disappears asX is increased fromXCAC to
Xsat. The plateau in thef R diagram, which arises because
this secondary structure, changes accordingly. In particu
the tension at coexistence increases while the width of
coexistence regime decreases. Eventually, atX'Xsat the pla-
teau disappears, thus giving rise to an ‘‘upper critical poin

While the preceding discussion is strictly applicable on
to polysoaps, it suggests that similar trends may occu
other polymers possessing secondary structure. A force
similar to that predicted for polysoaps, has been reported
certain biopolymers exhibiting intrachain self-assembly. T
experimental results of Cluzelet al. @19# and of Smith, Cui,
and Bustamante@20# concerning the extension of DNA in
deed show a plateau of the type considered above. For
system the plateau was interpreted in terms of a coexiste
between two states of the DNA chains@19,21#. The exten-
sion behavior of the muscle protein titin, as reported
Kellermayeret al. @22#, Rief et al. @23#, and Tskhovrebova
et al. @24#, also reveals a weak plateau at intermediate ext
sions. The plateau was attributed to the coexistence of fol
and unfolded domains. The plateau in thef R diagrams in the
three cases is thus traceable to the coexistence of two s
in a one-dimensional system subject to a field. This simil
ity suggests that thef R diagram of biopolymers in the pres
ence of denaturing agents may be similar to that of polyso
in the presence of free amphiphiles. In the case of DN
intercalation agents act as denaturants. Cluzelet al. @19# in-
deed report that the plateau in thef R diagram of DNA dis-
appears following addition of an intercalation age
ethidium bromide. In the case of proteins, amphiphiles
among the possible denaturing agents. However, their ef
on thef R diagram, to our knowledge, has not been explor
This suggests that it is of interest to study the extens
behavior of DNA and of titin in the presence of suitab
denaturing agents, in particular, to systematically vary
concentration of the denaturants in order to explore the p
sibility of an ‘‘upper critical point’’ in the force diagram.

APPENDIX A: UNIFORM EXTENSION
OF AN ISOLATED POLYSOAP

The free energy of the chain in the uniform extensi
scenario is

Fchain/kT;mga0@u21/31u1/31t~R!uh#2md, ~A1!

wheret(R)'Fel(p0)/kTga0m is the ratio of the chain elas
tic energy tomep for p'p0 and a givenR. For the initial,
Gaussian, regimet5tG(R)'(mga0)21(R/RF)2 and h
5 7

10 , while in the Pincus regime t5tP(R)
'(mga0)21(R/RF)5/2 and h5 7

8 . In the stretched bridges
regime t5tB(R)'(mga0)21(R/RB)2 and h51. When
t(R)!1 the head group penalty is dominant. In equilibriu
the leading penalty inFchain is comparable to the driving
term. Accordingly,u'1 and the micelles are only weakl
perturbed. The conditiont(R)!1 is fulfilled in both the
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820 57O. V. BORISOV AND A. HALPERIN
Gaussian and the Pincus regimes. Accordingly, in these
gimesFchain is respectivelyFG'mep0

1kT(R/RF)2 andFP

'mep0
1kT(R/RF)5/2 and the aggregation number is on

weakly reduced. Upon further extensionR.Rmax, the
stretching proceeds via Gaussian stretching of the brid
Initially tB(R)!1 is fulfilled, the micelles are weakly per
turbed, andFB'mep0

1kT(R/RB)2. This regime ends atR

'R* , defined bytB(R* )'1 or by R* 'RB)(mga0)1/2 and
f * '(mga0)1/2/RB . For R@R* , tB@1 and the elastic pen
alty in Fchain is dominant. Consequently,tBu is comparable
to u21/3, thus leading totBu4/3'1. The aggregation numbe
in this regime decrease strongly asu'tB

23/4

'(mga0)3/4(RB /R)3/2. Accordingly, FB /kT'tB
1/4

'(mga0)21/4(R/RB)1/2 and the tension in the chain de
creases asf /kT'(mga0)21/4(RRB)21/2. Finally, when the
chain is fully unraveled~Fig. 3!, u51/p0 , the ideal chain
behavior of the backbone in au solvent is expected:Fchain is
Fdis/kT'R2/R0

2 and f /kT'R/R0
2. Here R0'p0

1/2RB

'(mn)1/2b is the unperturbed span of the unraveled cha
Altogether, thef R diagram exhibits a van der Waals loop

APPENDIX B: UNIFORM EXTENSION
IN THE PRESENCE OF FREE AMPHIPHILES

In the uniform extension scenario, the stretched polys
self-assembles into a string ofm/q mixed micelles consisting
each of q polymerized amphiphiles andp2q free am-
phiphiles such that the total aggregation number isp. The
corresponding grand canonical potential, for a givenR and
T, is Vchain5V01Fel . HereV0 is the grand canonical po
tential for the unperturbed string of mixed micelles in cont
with a reservoir of free amphiphiles of concentrationX. Fel
is the elastic free energy of the string. We focus on the
gime whereFel is large enough so as to significantly affe
the micellar structure. The onset of such coupling occ
whenk't(R). It is straightforward to check that this con
dition is only fulfilled in the stretched bridges regime. In th
regime Fel /kT'@R/RB(p)#2'(R/RB)2au,where RB(p)
'(m/aup0)1/2n1/2b. Accordingly,

Vchain'mga0@a21~u21/31u1/3!1ka1/2u1/21tBau#

2ma21d1m~12a21!ln X. ~B1!

In the k!1 limit u'1 andVchain may be written as

Vchain'a21m ln~XCMC/X!1mga0~ka1/21tBa!1m ln X.
~B2!

Two penalty terms, favoring smallera, are present.ka1/2

reflects the contribution of the coronal penalty.tBa favors
smallera because this weakens the ‘‘spring constant’’ of t
chain 1/RB

2(a)'a/RB
2, thus lowering the elastic free-energ

penalty. We may now distinguish between two regim
When k!tB , for weak extensions, the coronal penalty
dominant. In equilibrium, the driving term
a21m ln(XCMC/X) is comparable to the coronal penal
mga0ka1/2, leading to Eq.~4! for a. In this casea depends
only on X. The equilibriumVchain in this regime is
e-

s.

.

p

t

-

s

.

Vchain'mp0
1/3S ln XCMC

X D 1/3

1p0
21/3S ln XCMC

X D 2/3S R

RB
D 2

~B3!

and the tension in the extended chainf /kt5]Vchain/]R is

f /kT'p0
21/3S ln XCMC

X D 2/3 R

RB
2 '

aR

RB
2 . ~B4!

In the range of applicabilityXCAC,X,Xsat, f decreases as
X increases. In particular,f (XCAC)/kT'R/RB

2 while
f (Xsat)/kT'R/p0RB

2. This reflects the weakening of th
spring constant of the chaina/RB

2 asX increases. For strong
extensions tB@k, the driving term is comparable to
mga0tB , thus leading to

a'S m ln
XCMC

X D 1/2RB

R
'

mn1/2

p0
1/2

b

RS ln
XCMC

X D 1/2

. ~B5!

Note that in this regimea is a function of bothR andX. For
a givenX, an increase inR causes a decrease ina because
free amphiphiles are incorporated into the chain so as
maintainp'p0 . The equilibriumVchain in this range is

Vchain'S m ln
XCMC

X D 1/2 R

RB
~B6!

and the tension in the chain is independent ofR,

f plateau/kT'S m ln
XCMC

X D 1/2 1

RB
'S p0

nb2 ln
XCMC

X D 1/2

.

~B7!

The lower boundary of the plateau regimeRL is roughly
defined by the crossover conditionk'tB ,

RL /b'mn1/2/p0
1/4. ~B8!

The upper boundaryRU /b corresponds toa'1/p0 ,

RU /b'mn1/2p0
1/2S ln

XCMC

X D 1/2

. ~B9!

For R.RU the polysoap is fully denatured. There are
remnants of its secondary structure and its elastic behavi
determined by

Fdis/kT'~R/R0!2, ~B10!

leading to

f /kT'R/R0
2. ~B11!

Both f plateauand the width of the plateau regime decrease
X increases. The width of the plateau regimeRU2RL shrinks
as

RU2RL'RLFp0
3/4S ln

XCMC

X D 1/2

21G . ~B12!
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The conditionRL'RU defines a ‘‘lower critical point’’XCP,
wherep0

3/4(ln XCMC/X)1/2'1 or

ln
XCMC

XCP
'

1

p0
3/4 . ~B13!

Note thatXsat,XCP,XCMC.

We have described two possible scenarios for the ex
sion of polysoaps in the presence of free amphiphiles: u
form extension and extension with coexistence. Which of
two is the system expected to follow? The scenario ass
ated with the lowest tension is preferred. ForXCAC,X
!Xsat the coexistence scheme is clearly favore
f co(XCAC)b/kT'n21/2(u ln XCMCu)1/2!p0

3/4n21/2

' f plateau(XCAC)b/kT. However, f co increases withX while
f plateaudecreases. The two are equal forXco'XCMC

p0 /(p021) . In
the following we shall nevertheless argue that the coex
ence scenario is expected for the full range of concentrat
XCAC,X,Xsat. However, the situation in theXco,X,XCP
regime is less clear-cut. Two factors combine to impede
analysis of this domain. First, the two scenarios differ
numerical factors of order unity. In turn, the rough model
use does not allow to reliably determine such factors. S
ond, mu decreases asX increases. In the range of intere
nd,1 is no longer negligible and the validity of the singl
phase approximation is questionable. Having said that,
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will first examine the situation within our model and lat
present a physical argument favoring the coexistence pict
For X.Xco we have f co. f plateau. In particular,
f co(Xsat)/ f plateau(Xsat)'(u ln XCMC11u)1/2.1. However,
while the conditionf co, f plateau clearly selects the coexist
ence scenario,f co. f plateauis not sufficient to select the uni
form extension. This is because the onset of coexiste
takes place atf̃ co(cmax) and f̃ co(cmax)!fco becauseSmix fa-
vors micellar dissociation. AtXsat the ratio f co/ f plateau

'(u ln XCMC11u2 ln m)1/2'(2 ln m/mu)
1/2. Defining D via

m5mu2D, we have f̃ co(cmax)/fplateau

'@2 ln(12D/m)#1/2. f̃ co(cmax)/fplateau'D/m!1 if D!1 or
nd'1, when the validity of the single-phase approximati
is questionable. ForD'mu , f̃ co(cmax)/fplateau'O(1). Alto-
gether,Smix favors the coexistence scenario. However, o
rough model does allow for a clear-cut demonstration t
f̃ co(cmax)/fplateau,1 at Xsat. A physical argument favoring
the coexistence scenario proceeds as follows. Assume th
crossover indeed occurs atX'Xco. In such a casef for a
given R increases withX for XCAC,X,Xco, but decreases
for Xco,X,XCP. This in turn identifies an unstable regio
in the corresponding free-energy curve, thus suggesting
the crossover scenario is unphysical. Altogether we exp
thus the coexistence scenario to be favored and thef R dia-
gram to exhibit an upper critical point.
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